
 Mathematical Symbol 
Cards from previous 
sessions (per child)

 Paper strips from              
M62 (per child)

 Sets of Picture Scenarios 
from M63 and M64

 Set of 1 to 10 Digit Cards, 
from previous sessions

 5 jars of honey, 5          
carrots and 8 nuts

 Rabbit, Bear and Squirrel 
characters

 3 ‘Part + Part = ?’ Model 
sheets

15–20 minutes

DECODING 1

Picture Scenarios and Number Sentences:

Give your child a set of Digit Cards and their mathematical Symbol Cards (each child doing the session should do 
this activity individually). Take one of the addition Picture Scenarios, and ask them if they can remember the 
‘problem’ that they created and verbalised for it previously. If not, ask them to identify a suitable ‘story’ for that 
Picture Scenario again, and ask them to lay out the paper strips to model it as before. Then ask them to use the 
Digit Cards instead of the strips, together with the Symbol Cards, to ‘write down’ the problem and then the 
solution. For example, for the balloons Picture Scenario:

Repeat for some or all of the other Picture Scenarios, one a time. If you feel your child will be able to easily switch 
between doing addition and subtraction scenarios, then mix them up. If not, stick with all the addition scenarios 
first, and then all the subtraction ones second. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can hold up ‘plus’ or ‘minus’ signs correctly in response to visual cues, stories, rhymes 
and verbal cues.
Your child can create arithmetical problems based on a ‘Part + Part = Whole’ model.
Your child can ‘write down’ simple arithmetical equations using digit cards and mathematical 
symbol cards, and solve the problems.
Your child can understand the meaning of the words in which the mathematical problems are 
embedded.

To develop the ability to code ‘from abstract to concrete’ – formulate an arithmetical 
problem based on a ‘whole/part’ visual model
To become familiar with the vocabulary of arithmetical problems – recognise the 
verbs that mean ‘add’ and the words that mean ‘subtract’
To practise the skills required for solving word problems
To develop the ability to identify a plausible problem from a given visual model 
To practise ‘writing down’ simple arithmetical equations using digits and mathematical symbols
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Note: For the following 3 games, each child doing the session should participate independently, with their own cards.

Plus or Minus – Visual Cues:

Put a pile of blocks on the table. Add blocks to the pile, or take them away. If you add blocks, your child should wave their Symbol Card for ‘plus’; if 
you take blocks away, they wave their card for ‘minus’.

Repeat a few times, this time using words to describe the actions and adding more than one step – for example: I am adding 5 blocks. But then 3 
blocks fly away. Now suddenly another block has appeared out of nowhere!

Plus or Minus – Stories and Songs:

Sing songs and tell stories involving numbers that increase or decrease (e.g. 5 currant buns, 10 green bottles, Teremok, The Enormous Turnip). 
Whenever the number of objects or characters increases or decreases, your child waves their ‘plus’ or ‘minus’ Symbol Card.

Plus or Minus – Verbal Cues:

List various words that imply/mean ‘addition’ or ‘subtraction’ in word problems, such as: add, take away, subtract, decrease, increase, get smaller, get 
bigger, grow, join, disappear, appear, run in, run out, fly in, fly away, give, take, bring, eat. As you say each word, your child should wave the 
appropriate Symbol Card for ‘plus’ or ‘minus’.

Multiple Problems for the Visual Model ‘Part + Part = ?’

Take a ‘Part + Part = ?’ Model sheet. Show Rabbit. Put on a voice to have her explain her story, and put out 
the relevant Digit Cards and carrots under the two strips on the left of the model as you go: ‘I found 3 
carrots in one field and 2 carrots in another. My question is, how many carrots did I find?’

Take another ‘Part + Part = ?’ Model sheet and show Bear. Put on a voice for her, and put out the relevant 
Digit Cards and the jars of honey under the two strips on the left of the model as you go: ‘No, that wasn’t 
the right story! The problem was this. I had 4 jars of honey for breakfast and 1 for lunch. My question is 
how many jars of honey did I eat today?’

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

DECODING 1 – continued
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Take the last ‘Part + Part = ?’ Model sheet and show Squirrel. Put on a voice to have him explain his story, and put 
out the relevant Digit Cards and nuts under the ‘parts’ as before: ‘Uh-uh! Neither of these are the right 
problem! I found 5 nuts on a tree and 3 nuts on another one. My question is, how many nuts did I find?’

Ask your child to confirm if Rabbit’s story matched the model. Agree that it did. Repeat for Bear and Squirrel. Then tell your child: All 3 models were 
exactly the same, but each one was used to represent a different story, as Rabbit, Bear, and Squirrel all had different stories to tell. Summarise: We can 
use a ‘Part + Part = ?’ visual model to represent lots and lots of different problems.

Ask your child to tell each animal in turn the answer to their problem. 

Now ask your child to close their eyes and think of one other problem that could match this ‘Part + Part = ?’ model. Have them choose the 2 Digit 
Cards to match it, and describe their arithmetical problem – including the question and the answer – to the animals. 

DECODING 1 – continued
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Cut around each group of carrots, jars of honey and nuts. Cut out each character separately.
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